1- Utah—A Land of Contrasts
2- Utah from Space, 3-D Map of Utah
3- Historic Postcard Collection Gifted by Representative Steve Eliason
4- 1895, Utah Constitution
5- Replica of the Liberty Bell
6- Utah. America’s Film Set.
7- The Peoples of Utah Revisited
8- A Paleontologist’s Paradise, Natural History Museum of Utah
9- It All Begins with Mining
10- A Building Full of Treasure
11- The Beehive State
12- Evolution of the Utah State Flag
13- Richard K.A. Kletting, Architect of the Capitol
14- Jim Bridger Meets the Indians- Minerva Teichert
15- United States 45-Star Flag – Gift of Serge Nelson Benson Family to State of Utah
16- The State of Utah Stands With Ukraine
Dr. Martha Hughes Cannon Statue for Statuary Hall, Washington, D.C.

Office of the House of Representatives

Office of the Senate

Capitol 3rd Floor Exhibits, Artwork

HOUSE CHAMBER MURALS

Dream of Brigham Young- Vincent Aderente

Jim Bridger and the Discovery of the Great Salt Lake- Alonzo Earl Foringer

Seraph Young Votes- David Koch

Engen Brothers Bring Skiing to Utah- David Koch

SENATE CHAMBER MURALS

Utah Lake- Lee Greene Richards & Alma B. Wright

Orchard Along the Foothills (Northern Utah)- Keith Bond

My Ancestral Home (Southern Utah)- Keith Bond

3rd FLOOR GALLERY

Topaz Stories: Remembering the Japanese American Incarceration- Southwest wing, Friends of the Topaz Museum, Topaz Museum, and Utah Division of State History

SUPREME COURT CHAMBER ARTWORK

Natural Bridge (Caroline Bridge)- H.L.A. “Harry” Culmer

1- Photograph of Individual Senators

2- Photograph of the Senate President

3- Photograph of the Utah Supreme Court Justices

4- Photograph of the Chief Justice

5- Photograph of the Speaker of the House

Dr. Martha Hughes Cannon Statue for Statuary Hall, Washington, D.C.
Capitol 4th Floor Exhibits
Artwork, and Rotunda Murals

4th FLOOR GALLERY

West end: Snail Snake City – Claire Taylor
Courtesy of the Utah Division of Arts & Museums

1- CYCLORAMA – by Lee Greene Richards
   Naming of Ensign Peak
   Social Gathering in the Old Bowery
   Gulls Save the Wheat Fields
   Driving the Golden Spike
   Advent of irrigation by Pioneers
   Peace with the Indians
   Pony Express and the Stagecoach
   General Connor Inaugurates Mining

PENDENTIVES – by Lee Greene Richards
2- Fremont First Sees Great Salt Lake 1843
3- Peter Skene Ogden at Ogden River 1828
4- Brigham Young and Pioneers Entering the Valley
5- Father Escalante Discovers Utah Lake 1776

LUNETTES – by Girard Hale, Gilbert White
6- Reclaiming the Desert by Irrigation
7- The Arrival of the Pioneers in the Great Salt Lake Valley in 1847

8- Simon Bamberger – T. Knaphus
9- Hula Drums of Maurice Keola Ohumukini
10- Emmeline B. Wells – C. Dallin
11- Maurice Warshaw – A. Fairbanks
12- Leatherwork in Folk Art
13- David Abbott (Ab) Jenkins – J. Andersen
14- Philo T. Farnsworth – J. Avati
15- Artifacts from Early Capitol History
16- Chief John Duncan – M. Malin
17- Unca Sam – M. Malin
18- Brigadier General Richard Whitehead Young – M. Cummings
19- Mata Ortiz Pottery
20- Abraham Lincoln – G. Riswold

West end: Snail Snake City – Claire Taylor
Courtesy of the Utah Division of Arts & Museums